1. What kind of a room will you be living in?
   - Single room ($700/yr additional charge)
   - Double room
   - Triple room

2. Each apartment shall have one representative who is a member of the Tenant's Council. Approved Tenant's Council decisions are binding on all residents.

3. Apartment residents are responsible for removing trash from their apartment to the outside (of the building) and depositing it in the appropriate trash receptacle.

4. Each apartment will be required to maintain the cleanliness of their own apartment with their own supplies. Apartments not maintained at a reasonable level will be cleaned at the expense of the resident(s). Apartments will be inspected on a regular basis.

5. College furnishings may not be removed from the apartment.

6. If a group loses an apartment member after Room Draw, the office of residential education will either assign a roommate to the apartment, or all apartment group members will be reassigned to another room on campus. The decision will be made at the sole discretion of the office of residential education.

7. All apartment-mates share responsibility for violations of the Code of Community Responsibility occurring in their apartment. All residents of the apartment may lose the privilege of living in Rooke for violations within the apartment.

8. All rules and regulations from the Student Handbook are in effect unless otherwise specified in this addendum.

9. Each apartment group will meet at the beginning of each semester and during the semester as necessary to deal with apartment living issues (i.e. food, noise, guests, etc).

Name (printed)  

_______________________________________  _________________
Signature of Resident      Date